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iUniverse, United States, 2013. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New Book
***** Print on Demand *****.SWAG 101by Rob Crews The trajectory of learning has changed,
therefore the trajectory of teaching must change as well. Be innovative in player development. I love
talking the game with Rob Crews, especially when you talk about hitters. The insight that Rob has
given me when it comes down to his perspective on hitting has been very beneficial to me as a
hitting coach. You are not going to find another hitting coach as passionate as Coach Crews. -TIM
WALTON Head Coach, University of Florida Softball Rob breaks down teaching and learning not
only for athletes but for the common everyday citizen. I recommend SWAG 101 to everyone
interested in becoming more knowledgeable of the teaching and learning process no matter your
intelligence level. -ORV FRANCHUK Hitting Coach, Los Angeles Dodgers SWAG 101 teaches hitting and
the mental game from a player s perspective. His innovative ideas and strategies are straight
forward and keep the game simple. I m proud to call Rob a teacher and a friend. -HOWARD
DOBSON Hitting Coach LSU, Team USA Softball This book is an absolute must read...
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Extensive information! Its this type of excellent study. I have read and i am sure that i will gonna go through yet again once more down the road. Once you
begin to read the book, it is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Aliya h Ma yer-- Aliya h Ma yer

An exceptional ebook along with the typeface applied was intriguing to read. It is definitely simplistic but unexpected situations within the fi y percent of
the publication. You are going to like just how the writer publish this pdf.
-- Adeline O 'K on-- Adeline O 'K on
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